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Are you a story eyed dreamer, fall in love with smoke
and mirrors
Do you like it like that?
The only one true believer, Baby I tell you ain't it easy
Pull the rabbit from the top hat!
When all I want is to please ya, got a smile as sweet as
candy
That's a matter fact
Just tap your feet senoritas,
Put your money on the rythm, it's gonna make you jaw
drop

Round and round like a merry go, and it's better you
know
It's a one woman show!
Don't feel like letting go, it's bigger better, A one
woman show!
Np halo, never more, And the deeper you go,
It's a one woman show
Dont't feel like letting go, It's bigger better,
A one woman Show

Behind the gold and the glitter, lies a heart that holds a
secret,
Wanna keep it like that
She's a part of me and I need her, between the two of
us baby,
We guaranteed a come-back!
And do they stop to considern when running chasing
me,
And flashing cameras like that!
So what's the price, who's the winner?
Oh did you play a killer hand, thke the money like a fat
cat!

Round and round like a merry go, and it's better you
know
It's a one woman show!
Don't feel like letting go, it's bigger better, A one
woman show!
Np halo, never more, And the deeper you go,
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It's a one woman show
Dont't feel like letting go, It's bigger better,
A one woman Show

(Merci Ã  Divain pour cettes paroles)
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